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Abstract
An experiment to determine the effects of conclusive evidence on weaklybased beliefs was presented.
between

The subjects explained a hypothetical relationship

two variables, and it was found that the subjects' opinions were

systematically influenced as a result of their explanations. The subjects' judgments
of conclusive evidence were not influenced by their earlier explanations, however.
When the subjects' beliefs were measured after viewing the evidence, the following
results emerged.

The subjects' stated opinions were not affected by their earlier

explanations, but were affected by the evidence that the subjects had viewed.
However, when the subjects had to predict the outcome of an experiment designed
to discover the true relationship between the variables of interest, there was a
clear effect of the explanation manipulation and no effect of the actual evidence.
In addition, a policy-capturing measure revealed a relationship between theory
biases and the subjects' use of information.
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1

Belief perseverance and biased assimilation are phenomena familiar to
everyone, though they may more often be referred to as someone's being "firmly
committed to his own beliefs," or perhaps "just plain stubborn."
following example:

Consider the

Almost everyone has been involved in discussions with people

whose political views differ from their own.

One person might favor spending

additional tax dollars on military technology while the other would prefer to have
that money spent on social services.

Each person brings into the discussion a

certain amount of mental baggage in the form of facts, opinions, and personal
experiences, and relays these, as convincingly as possible, to the other person.
They do not need to be rabid in their "conservative" or "liberal" views for a rather
interesting phenomenon to occur: When all of the evidence has been presented
and all of the convincing arguments have been made, neither has been swayed to
the other's position. Nothing is any different than it was before.
Countless numbers of such "stimulating" discussions take place daily on an
endless variety of topics.

Even when people do leave such a discussions feeling

differently about the subject matter, it is likely that they are only more convinced
than ever of their initial opinions. This is the phenomenon generally referred to as
belief perseverance, often based on "biased assimilation," meaning that people's
beliefs may be uninfluenced by additional evidence when that evidence fails to
support their existing opinions.
Past Research
As noted by Anderson and Sechler (1985), past research in this area has
dealt with three different types of belief biases — those concerning the self (e.g.,
Campbell 8< Fairey, 1985; Fleming & Arrowood, 1979; Jennings, Lepper, 8i Ross,
1981; Sherman, Skov, Hervitz, & Stock, 1981), those concerning other people or
groups (e.g., Ross, Lepper, Strack, 8« Steinmetz, 1977; Carroll, 1978; Sherman,
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Zehner, Johnson, & Hirt,

1983), and those concerning

relationships between

variables in the social environment (e.g., Anderson, 1982, 1983; Anderson, Lepper, 8i
Ross, 1980; Anderson & Sechler, 1985).

The present research is concerned only

with the latter category of belief biases, those concerning social theories.

In

addition, belief perseverance and biased assimilation have been studied using
essentially three different paradigms.
The first paradigm is the so-called "debriefing paradigm."
approach

in this

paradigm is to

The general

supply the subjects with supposedly true

information upon which they may base new beliefs; subsequently discredit that
information; and then determine if the subjects' beliefs are still influenced by the
now invalid information.
this

type

There is a considerable body of evidence demonstrating

of post-debriefing belief perseverance (i.e., Anderson,

1982,

1983;

Anderson, New, 8« Speer, 1985; Anderson, Lepper, 8t Ross, 1980; Lepper, Ross, 8t
Lau, 1979; Valins, 1974; Walster, Berscheid, Abrahams, & Aronson, 1967).
An experiment by Anderson et al. (1980) illustrates this approach.

The

subjects in this study were asked to examine the case history information of two
firefighters. They were to examine the relationship between the success or failure
of a firefighter and that firefighter's prior performance on a "Risky-Conservative
Choice Test."

The subjects examined this information, attempted to uncover any

underlying relationship between riskiness and success, and then provided a written
explanation of the relationship that they found.

The case history materials were

manipulated so that the subjects were presented with evidence of a positive or a
negative relationship.

Some of the subjects in both the positive and negative

relationship conditions were then thoroughly debriefed about the invalidity of the
information they had examined.

Final belief measures revealed that the subjects

continued to believe in the now discredited relationship that they had previously
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explained.

In fact, the influence of the earlier relationship manipulation was not

significantly different for the debriefed and nondebriefed subjects.
In the second paradigm, biased assimilation was demonstrated in a related
fashion. An experiment by Lord, Ross, & Lepper (1979) illustrates that similar belief
biases may occur in the face of new, as opposed to discredited, information.

The

subjects in this study were selected for their strong positive or negative beliefs
about the deterrent effect of capital punishment laws.

They were then presented

with two purportedly authentic studies on that topic.

The results of one study

were manipulated to support a subject's beliefs on capital punishment while the
results of the other study were manipulated to oppose those beliefs.
counter-balanced

fashion,

the

subjects

were

actually

receiving

information about the true deterrent effect of capital punishment.

Thus, in

inconclusive
A logical or

normative approach would dictate that with conflicting evidence, subjects' opinions
should tend to be neutral.

The fact is, however, that the subjects rated the study

which supported their own position as "more convincing" and "better conducted"
than the study which opposed their position.

In addition, they actually became

more polarized and more confident of their initial beliefs than they had been
before reading the inconclusive evidence.
The results of this and a related study (Lord, Lepper, & Preston, 1984) are
evidence that social theory biases may occur with new as well as with discredited
evidence.

At the same time, the types of opinions measured in these two

paradigms must be considered.

In the "debriefing" studies, the beliefs that were

measured were newly formed and unlikely to have elicited a great deal of egoinvolvement from the subjects.
example of this.

The Anderson et al. (1980) firefighter study is an

The second, or "new information," paradigm, on the other hand,

involves a strongly-felt, ego-involving belief on a single topic: capital punishment.
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The very nature of such a belief, with all of its philosophical underpinnings, could
well preclude a change of mind that would otherwise occur with less central, more
recently-formed beliefs.

Thus, there was a need for a third paradigm, actually a

variation of the second, in which the effect of new information on weakly-based
beliefs could be assessed.
Such an approach is evident in research conducted by Anderson and
Sechler (1984).

These authors have demonstrated that people's beliefs and their

social judgments are greatly influenced by the relative availability of relevant social
theories.

They demonstrated this in a "new information" paradigm using theory

domains in which no strong prior theories or motivational attachments were
present.

In four separate experiments, Anderson and Sechler demonstrated that

the subjects' own social theories, i.e., their opinions about the relationship between
two variables, were systematically altered as a function of explaining how those
two variables might be related in a particular way.

They also showed that this

bias could be eliminated by a counter-explanation task — i.e., by explaining first
how

one

hypothetical

outcome

hypothetical outcome might occur.

might

occur,

and

then

how the

opposite

In one study (Experiment 3), after having

explained a set of hypothetical results, the subjects were exposed to new data
indicating

no relationship between the two

interesting results emerged:

relevant social variables.

Some

The subjects' assessments of the new data were not

biased by their explanation conditions; their subsequent social theories (beliefs),
however, did reflect strong explanation effects.

But these final theories were less

extreme than the subjects' earlier, pre-data theories.
And so, the current state of research on belief perseverance and biased
assimilation yields the following information: (a) When newly-formed beliefs are
based upon discredited information, the beliefs may survive and be used as though
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the information were actually valid; (b) When strong, preconceived beliefs are
confronted with valid but inconclusive information, the confirming portion of the
information is more highly regarded than is the disconfirming portion, resulting in
even more polarized beliefs; (c) Explaining hypothetical outcomes for relationships
between

social variables

results in

subjects'

beliefs being

affected by

those

explanations; and this bias may be modified, but not eliminated, when the subjects
are exposed to valid, inconclusive new evidence.
The Utility of Theories for Intuituve Statistical Judgments
In

recent

usefulness

of

research, Wright and
such

"biasing"

theories

Murphy
in

(1984)

judging

make a case for the
statistical

relationships.

Considerable prior research has provided compelling evidence of the biasing effect
that expectations can have on people's evaluation of evidence (Chapman 8<
Chapman, 1967, 1969) and on their estimates of covariation (Golding & Rorer, 1972;
Hamilton & Rose, 1980; McArthur 8( Friedman, 1980).
that

such

biases are significant only

Wright and Murphy contend

if people could

make more accurate

judgments without them, and the authors conducted two experiments to examine
this matter.

The utility of theory-biased judgments was measured in two ways:

(1) the resistance of theory-biased judgments to the effects of outlying scores, and
(2) the sensitivity of theory-biased versus theory-unbiased subjects to the degree
of covariation of variables in a data set.
In the first experiment, the subjects were divided into three theory groups:
(1) the "high expectancy group," which was led to expect a strong positive
relationship between the two variables of interest (e.g., the I.Q.S of identical twins);
(2) the "low expectancy group," which was led to expect very little relationship
between

the

two

variables

(e.g., the

I.Q.S

of

randomly assigned freshmen

roommates); and (3) the “no expectancy group," which did not even know the
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names of the variables of interest.
The data that the subjects viewed was in the form of number pairs.

Each

data set was composed of 15 "solid" data pairs resulting in a correlation of .10, .50,
or .90, plus one extreme data pair which was manipulated to be either very typical
of the other data, moderately different from the other data, or a clear outlier.
Although the subjects were asked to judge' the direction (positive or negative) as
well as the strength of the relationship (0 to 100), they actually viewed only
positive relationships in the data sets.
The subjects' estimates of covariation revealed that the high expectancy
group (whose expectations were confirmed) was more sensitive to the data than
were the low and no expectancy groups (i.e., they tended to see stronger
relationships in the data). In Study 2, Wright and Murphy found that if the subjects
knew the variable names, but had no prior theories about the results, their
judgments fell between those of the groups with confirmed and disconfirmed
expectations.

In addition, whereas all three expectancy groups in Study 1 could

reliably distinguish between the .50 and .90 data sets, only the no expectancy
group failed to reliably distinguish between the .10 and .50 data sets. This finding
and others led Wright and Murphy (1984) to suggest that judgments made with no
prior knowledge about the variables of interest tend to be more conservative and
less stable than are judgments about data which contradict one's theory.
authors

concluded that potentially biasing

theories

enhanced

The

their subjects'

sensitivity to the bulk of the data while reducing the influence of atypical scores
on the subjects' estimates.
Unlike the research conducted by Wright and Murphy (1984), the belief
perseverance and biased assimilation literature has not specifically addressed the
utility and accuracy of theory-biased judgments.

Likewise, the present experiment
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is not designed with these factors specifically in mind.

However, due to certain

design similarities between the present experiment and the earlier research by
Wright and Murphy, it was decided to examine the present data for similar patterns
of results.
Extending the Boundaries of Belief Perseverance Research
In considering the volume of literature regarding belief perseverance, it
must be concluded that the phenomenon is a reliable one.

But one must wonder

about the strength of that effect; how easily could it be eliminated?

(People, as

we know, have been known to change their minds.) When past belief perseverance
subjects have viewed evidence of the "true" relationship between two variables,
they have invariably viewed inconclusive evidence. It may simply be that, for most
people, inconclusive information appears to be no information at all, and so they
see no reason to change their opinions.

But as soon as data reflecting a

reasonably clear-cut relationship is available, people may change their opinions to
reflect that relationship.

Thus conclusive, new information provides a more

difficult test for the perseverance effect.
With this possibility in mind, the following experiment was conducted.

It

was decided to use the hypothetical explanation approach (Anderson & Sechler,
1984; Ross et al., 1977; Sherman et al., 1981) of inducing subjects to form new
beliefs.

Any bias resulting from such a task is clearly weakly based, and for that

bias to continue in the face of subsequent conclusive evidence would be a
powerful demonstration of belief perseverance.
The major questions to be addressed in this experiment are as follows:
(a) Will explaining a hypothetical outcome between two social variables produce
a systematic bias in the subjects' own opinions?
(b) Will

such a

bias

affect the

subjects' later

interpretations

of "real"

and

8
conclusive

evidence?

Although

Anderson

&.

Sechler

(1984)

found

no

indication of such an effect, Wright 8t Murphy (1984) contend that "biasing
beliefs" prove to be an asset in data interpretation, enhancing people's
sensitivity to the bulk of the data while reducing the influence of atypical
scores.

On the other hand, the work of Lord and his associates (Lord et al.,

1979; Lord et al., 1984) makes a case for the biased assimilation of data as a
result of previously held beliefs.

Therefore, the subjects' ratings of the data

they view will be examined for any effect of the explanation manipulation.
(c)

Will the bias persist even after the subjects have been exposed to this
evidence, influencing their subsequent beliefs and social judgments?
Also, in addition to the issue of belief perseverance, there is the matter of

belief polarization, as was demonstrated in the experiments by Lord and his
associates (Lord et al.,1979; Lord et al., 1984).

It will be recalled that the subjects

in these studies saw conflicting data which they liberally interpretted as favoring
their own personal positions.

In fact, central to this previous research were the

subjects' opportunities to use identical evidence in support of opposing beliefs. In
the present study, however, the theory-biased subjects will be seeing data which
clearly either confirms or disconfirms the positions of their explanation conditions.
One would logically expect that confirming evidence would strengthen or reinforce
the subjects' beliefs. Thus, one would expect that the beliefs of the theory-biased
subjects who had viewed confirming evidence would change in the direction of
their original theories — a kind of "confirmation change."
But what about when theory-biased subjects view data contradicting their
prior theories?

One possible outcome is that these subjects would change their

beliefs in the direction of the position supported by the evidence. In this case, the
belief changes of these theory-biased subjects would be similar to those of the
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theory-biased subjects who saw confirming data:
in the direction supported by the evidence.

Everyone's beliefs would move

Another possible outcome is that

when viewing contradictory data, the theory-biased subjects would interpret the
evidence as being weaker than would theory-unbiased subjects.

Or they might

recognize the apparent strength of the contradictory data, but then resist ever
actually using it.

Therefore, another major question to be addressed in this

experiment is:
(d)

Will a persisting explanation effect result in some type of "polarization" or
"confirmation change" in the subjects' beliefs and social judgments?
One method of evaluating such a change is to include a pre-test, post-test

measure.

Therefore, in addition to other dependent measures, it was decided to

include a pre-test, post-test policy-capturing procedure.

Policy capturing is a

method

information

for

determining

how

subjects

use

a

set

of

cues,

or

"predictors," in predicting an outcome. Over a large number of trials, the way that
subjects weight the various predictors in making their judgments is "captured” by
performing a multiple linear regression analysis.

The regression weight for each

predictor tells how that stimulus was used by subjects in making their predictions.
By performing two such exercises, one prior to the explanation manipulation and
the other at the end of the session, difference scores between pre- and post-test
regression weights (policies) can be used to determine any remaining effect of the
explanation manipulation.
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METHOD
Overview
At the outset all of the subjects completed a policy-capturing exercise that
yielded a pre-test measure of their policies for relating riskiness to firefighter
success.

Following the pre-test, the subjects were randomly assigned to one of

four belief induction groups: those asked to explain why there might be a positive
relationship between risk preference and firefighter performance, those asked to
explain why there might be a negative relationship, those asked to explain why
there might be no relationship between these two variables, and the control
subjects, who did not explain any potential relationship between these variables.
The subjects then viewed a series of graphs of purportedly real data, depicting
either a positive
performance.

or a negative relationship between

riskiness and firefighter

They judged the type and degree of relationship pictured in each

graph. They also gave an overall, composite rating of the relationship depicted in
the total set

of

graphs they had

measures of belief perseverance:

seen.

Next the subjects

completed

three

(a) they indicated their own opinion of the true

relationship between risk preference and firefighter performance; (b) they predicted
the results of a new study of this relationship; and (c) they completed a post-test
policy-capturing exercise.
The final design was a 2 X 4 between-subjects factorial, i.e.. Data Type
(Positive versus Negative graphs) by Explanation (Positive versus Negative versus
No Relationship versus Control groups).

In addition, there was a within-subjects

factor for one of the dependent variables.

The subjects' policies for risk were

obtained in pre-test and post-test measures.
Subjects
One hundred and eighty undergraduate students from Rice University and
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the University of Houston participated in the experiment in sessions ranging in size
from one to 20 persons. The subjects received credit toward course requirements.
Sessions were randomly assigned to Data Type condition, and individuals were
randomly assigned to Explanation condition.
Procedure
The subjects were told that the experiment was concerned with how people
interpret information from graphs.

It was explained to the subjects that they

would be completing a number of different exercises, and each subject was given
a folder in which to place the various experimental materials as soon as they were
completed.
Policy-Capturing

Pre-Test.

The

subjects were told that in their first

exercise, they would be predicting the job success of 100 firefighter trainees. They
were informed that they would receive three pieces of information about each
trainee — in the form of scores on aptitude, riskiness, and motivation — to use as
they pleased in making these predictions. These information cues were computer¬
generated to be orthogonal to each other (mean r =-.00119).
The subjects were given copies of the three 10-point rating scales from
which the contrived aptitude, risk, and motivation scores had supposedly come.
They were also given

a copy of the scale they were to use in making their

predictions of success.

In all four cases, the scales were anchored at (1) for very

low on an attribute and at (10) for very high on that attribute.

The policy¬

capturing materials were distributed in the form of computer printouts. The three
information cues were labeled appropriately, and a blank following them was
labeled "Success."

The subjects were instructed to put their predictions for each

trainee in the appropriate blank, and that they would have four seconds to
complete each of the 100 predictions.

It was explained that the experimenter
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wanted to get their "first impressions" of the information. The subjects completed
the first 10 items of the exercise as practice for the four-second work pace, and
then completed the remaining 90. (These first 10 items were later discarded from
the data analyses.)

The subjects were paced through the exercise by either a

recorded voice or the experimenter saying "Next" every four seconds.

After the

policy-capturing task was completed, the subjects gave confidence ratings of their
predictions using a nine-point rating scale.

The scale was anchored at (1) Not At

All Confident, (5) Moderately Confident, and (9) Very Confident.
Manipulation of Initial Beliefs.

Following the pre-test, the subjects were

asked to complete a "preliminary exercise," i.e., the belief induction task, under the
guise of insuring that everyone understood what various relationships look like
when plotted on a graph.

This packet of materials came with a cover page of

instructions which the subjects read while the experimenter read them aloud.
They were given the following information:
This preliminary exercise uses three hypothetical examples of
research findings. When illustrated on a graph, each of these "data
sets" reveals a different type of relationship — either positive,
negative, or no relationship between the variables being studied. For
each of the three examples, there is a short description of the
experiment and the results you are to explain. Read this description
carefully and be sure that you understand the findings. Then below
each example, write a short explanation for why these results might
have been obtained. DO NOT SIMPLY REPEAT THE RESULTS BUT
CREATE A PLAUSIBLE EXPLANATION FCR THEM. This will let me
know whether or not you actually understood the results you read.
At this point, the subjects were asked to indicate their age, sex, year in college,
SAT score, and major.
In completing the preliminary exercise, the subjects read three of the four
available "research studies."

These four hypothetical studies were as follows:

(a)

the relationship between the risk preference of firefighter trainees (i.e., Would they
handle dangerous situations in a more or less risky manner?) and their future
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performance as firefighters; (b) the relationship between the average number of
surgeries that surgeons perform each week and the quality of their patient care; (c)
the relationship between the number of problems that teachers had when they
were

students

relationship

and their subsequent effectiveness as teachers; and (d) the

between the amount of alcohol consumed by students and the

creativity evident in their written compositions.
The above hypothetical studies were manipulated so that the results that a
subject had to explain could be a positive relationship, a negative relationship, or
no relationship between the variables in question for any given study, with the
constraints that the subjects examine three different studies in the exercise and
that they explain three different types of relationships.

Thus, using the firefighter

study as an experimental manipulation, the subjects were randomly assigned to
four

belief

induction

conditions;

those

subjects

who

explained

a

positive

relationship between riskiness and firefighter performance, those who explained a
negative relationship, those who explained why there was no relationship between
these two variables, and those who did not see the firefighter study in this
exercise. These four groups are subsequently referred to as the Positive, Negative,
No Relationship, and Control groups, respectively.
Measures of Initial Beliefs
In addition to the three explanation tasks, the subjects' materials included
three opinion items for each of the explanations they were to write.

In the first

item, using a scale from one to nine, the subjects were asked to indicate, "How
easy was the task of creating a satisfactory explanation for the results given in
this example?"

The rating scale had anchors of Very Easy (1), Moderately Easy

(3-4), Moderately Difficult (6-7), and Very Difficult (9).

Secondly, using a similar

scale, the subjects were asked, "How plausible or likely is your explanation for the
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results given?"

The scale's anchors were Very Likely (1), Somewhat Likely (3-4),

Somewhat Unlikely (6-7), and Very Unlikely (9).

Finally, a manipulation check for

the belief induction was obtained. Using a scale numbered in 10-point increments
from -100 to +100, the subjects were asked, "Given that the results you have just
explained are hypothetical, in your own opinion, how much of a relationship
actually exists

between these two variables?" The

scale had

three anchors:

Perfect Negative Relationship (-100), No Relationship (0), and Perfect Positive
Relationship (+100). The subjects worked on this exercise at their own pace, taking
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete it.
Presentation of the Evidence
In the next task, the subjects were asked to judge the relationships
displayed in 40 scatterplot graphs. They received the following instructions:
The data which you will see next is not hypothetical. It was
collected in an experiment carried out in 1979. You'll see the data in
a series of 40 scatterplot graphs. Each graph will contain nine
pieces of data which were randomly selected from the total set of
results for that study. This means that each graph contains nine
pieces of true information about the outcome of that experiment.
However, the graphs may not look exactly alike because, for each
graph, the data were randomly drawn from the total set of results.
You are asked to judge each graph on its own merits. At the
same time, try to get a feel for the true, overall relationship in the
data. You'll be asked to give an overall rating at the end.
The graphs will be shown to you in a series of 40 slides.
Each graph will appear for 5 seconds; there will then be a five
second pause before the next graph appears. Be sure to rate each
graph before the next one is shown. What we are looking for in this
task are your first impressions.
The subjects were told that the graphs would be labeled with those variables
studied in the actual experiment, that some of them had already seen these
variables in the preliminary exercise, and that others would be seeing them for the
first time.

The subjects were then given the same explanation of the firefighter

study as was used in the Preliminary Exercise.

However, the true outcome was
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said to be the data in the following graphs.

As a final note, the subjects were

reminded that any results they had explained earlier were hypothetical.

In rating

each scatterplot, the subjects used the same 201-point scale as was used for
indicating opinions in the Preliminary Exercise.
Construction of the Graphs and the Manipulation of the Components of Pearson's
Correlations
The two sets of 40 graphs, one positive and one negative, were used as a
between-subjects manipulation.

(The positive version of these materials was

previously used in experiments by Lane, Anderson & Kellam, in press.) Each graph
displayed nine X-Y number pairs.
graphs: the X

No numerical values were presented on the

and Y axes were labeled "Risk Preference" and "Firefighter

Performance Ability," respectively, and were simply anchored "Low" and "High."
The data depicted in the graphs differed on three variables:

slope, with values of

two and four; error variance, with values of 1,000 and 4,000; and the variance of X,
with values of 100 and 400.

As shown in Table 1, eight possible combinations

resulted from these six values.

Of these eight combinations, three produced

correlations of .53, and three produced correlations of .78; the remaining two
combinations produced a correlation of .34 and a correlation of .93.

In order to

obtain a total of 40 graphs, five different sets of these eight combinations were
used.

The five different sets of graphs were treated as five blocks of stimulus

materials.

For each experimental session, the graphs were randomly ordered

within these blocks, and the blocks were randomly ordered as well.
As was noted above, two sets of graphs were used, one negative and one
positive.

The negative set was created by reversing the order of the Y values in

relation to the X values for each graph.

As the X values were symmetrical about

their midpoint, all of the properties of the original set of graphs were preserved
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Table I
Positive (Negative) Correlations Contained In the Two Stimulus
Data Sets

Sloes
Low (2)

High (4)

Variance
OLX

Low Error
Variance
-ÜQQQL-

High Error
Variance
(4000)

Low Error
Variance
.(1000>..

High Error
Variance
.(40001-

Low (IOO)

,53(“.53)

.34(-.34)

.78(-78)

.53(-.53)

High (400)

.78(-78)

.53(-.53)

.93(-.93)

,78(-.78)
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except for the direction of the correlations.* Thus, both groups of subjects saw a
series of essentially identical graphs portraying either a positive or a negative
relationship between Riskiness and Firefighter Performance Ability. An example of
corresponding positive and negative graphs is shown in Figure 1.
Final Belief Measures and Other Dependent Variables
The subjects completed two additional procedures in which several
dependent measures were obtained. In the first procedure, the subjects provided
ratings on three dependent variables. Using the same 201-point rating scale as in
the previous exercise, they were asked to respond to two items: (a) "You have
just seen 40 graphs showing data about the relationship between riskiness and
firefighting ability.

What would you say is the OVERALL relationship that was

depicted in these graphs?";

and (b) "Now indicate your own

relationship between risk preference and firefighter ability.

opinion of the

Don't be concerned

with whether your present opinion agrees or disagrees with what you saw in the
graphs or with any earlier ratings you may have given. Just indicate your present
opinion as honestly as possible."
The third item asked the subjects to imagine that they were planning to do
their own experiment to study riskiness and firefighting ability.

They were told

that they would have two groups of subjects: 100 firefighters with high risk
preference and 100 firefighters with low risk preference.

They were asked to

predict how many firefighters from each group would be successful and
unsuccessful at their jobs.

A difference score was obtained between the

predictions for the two groups (successful high-risk firefighters minus successful
low-risk firefighters) and used as a dependent measure.
The last procedure was a post-test version of the policy-capturing task. It
was identical to the pre-test version except that the values of the information
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Figure 1
An Example of Corresponding Positive and Negative Graphs
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cues given to the subjects — scores on aptitude, riskiness, and motivation — were
different. The first 10 items were again discarded prior to the data's being
analyzed.

A confidence measure of their success predictions was given by the

subjects for this procedure as well.
Instructions
As a final note, it should be mentioned that the instructions for the two
policy-capturing exercises were given verbally by the experimenter.

Instructions

for all of the other exercises were in written form and were also read aloud by the
experimenter.

All items for which the subjects provided ratings were explained in

advance, and all questions were answered by the experimenter.
Debriefing Procedures
Near the end of the academic semester, on the day that the last group of
subjects was tested, all of the subjects were mailed or distributed a full written
description of the experiment.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The

results

of this

experiment

were

examined

within

the following

framework: (a) the success of the initial belief induction exercise — i.e., what
effect, if any, did explaining a hypothetical social theory have on the subjects'
personal beliefs?; (b) the effect of the belief induction exercise on the subjects'
evaluations of subsequent evidence — i.e., their ratings of the 40 negative or
positive graphs; (c) whether or not the hypothetical explanation manipulation
continued to affect the subjects' opinions and social judgments after viewing
conclusive

evidence;

and

(d)

whether

or

not

the

subjects'

final

ratings

demonstrated some type of ''polarization" or "confirmation change" in their beliefs.
Initial Belief Induction
To insure that the subjects in the Positive, Negative, and No Relationship
groups had in fact had their opinions influenced by the belief induction exercise, a
manipulation check — i.e., a measure of their initial beliefs — was included
immediately following the explanation task.
beliefs appear in Table 2.
explained

a

positive

Mean scores for the subjects' initial

It is evident from these data that the subjects who

relationship

between

risk

preference

and

firefighter

performance also expressed relatively positive opinions whereas the subjects who
explained a negative relationship expressed relatively negative opinions. (However,
it

is clear

from

these ratings

that the subjects

in

the negative

explanation

condition did not express a strong negative relationship, but only a relatively
negative relationship.)

The subjects who explained why there was no relationship

between the two variables expressed opinions intermediate to the other two
groups.
Support for the statistical reliability of these results was obtained by means
of a one-way analysis of variance, F (2,132)=8.82, p =.0003. Planned comparisons
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Table 2
Mean Opinion Measures for Each Theory Domain as a Function
of Explanation Condition

Initial Explanation Condition3
Opinion
Measure
Positive No Relation Negative
Firefighters
Surgeons
Teachers
Students

40.82
(45)
27.13
(47)
42.12
(43)
22.42
(45)

23.09
(45)
5.04
(47)
12.85
(47)
7.37
(40)

-0.95
(45)
-19.02
(45)
-1.77
(48)
3.66
(41)

ÛL
2

F

8.82 .0003

2 10.03 .0001
2

9.34 .0002

2

1.54 .2194

Note. Numbers in parentheses are cell /s.
a

Q

Posttlve scores Indicate a belief in a positive relationship
whereas negative scores indicate a belief In a negative
relationship.
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between the three groups demonstrated that the subjects explaining a positive
relationship gave significantly more positive opinion ratings than did the subjects
explaining a negative relationship, F (1,132)=17.52, p =.0001.

A similar analysis

comparing Positive and No Relationship explanation conditions did not reach
conventional

levels

of

significance,

F

(1,132)=3.16,

£ =.0780.

The

subjects

explaining a negative relationship, however, did give more negative opinion ratings
than

did

the

subjects

explaining

no

relationship

between

the

variables,

F

(1,132)=5.80, p =.0174.
Also included in Table 2 are the results of the explanation manipulations for
the other three theory domains.

It is interesting that the only theory domain

which did not show a significant main effect of the explanation manipulation is the
one concerning the present subject population — students.
there, too, however, are in the predicted direction.

The group means

Future research might inquire

whether theory domains that are "close to home" are less easily influenced by
such social theory manipulations.
As was noted earlier, the subjects in this experiment attended two different
universities. To determine if there were any significant sub-group differences, a 4
(Explanation) X 2 (School) analysis of variance was performed on the manipulation
check scores for the firefighter theory domain.

Neither the effect of school, F

(1,129)=2.19, p =.1414, nor the Explanation by School interaction, F (2,129)=1.19, £
=.3084, was significant.

Thus, it was decided to collapse across this variable for

the remainder of the data analyses.
Graph Ratings
After the subjects had completed the explanation task, they were asked to
judge the relationships depicted in the 40 graphs, and afterwards, to give an
overall rating of the relationships perceived in those graphs.

The purpose in
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having the subjects judge the graphs was twofold:

(a) to determine the effect of

the explanation manipulation on the subjects' judgments of actual data, and (b) to
examine belief change and resistance to change after being exposed to that data.
Only the first issue will be considered in this section.
There are a number of ways in which the explanation condition might have
affected the subjects' graph interpretations.

First, the explanation condition might

have affected the overall level of the subjects' ratings.

For example, the subjects

who explained positive relationships might have a tendency to see more positive
relationships in the data; thus, they might have given relatively higher graph
ratings than did the subjects who explained, for example, negative relationships.
Therefore, the mean of the subjects' graph ratings is one dependent variable. Also,
the subjects' overall ratings of the relationships depicted in the 40 graphs might
have been affected by their earlier explanations in the same manner. Thus, overall
scores are a second dependent variable.

And finally, the subjects' explanation

conditions might have affected their use of the three components of Pearson's
correlation which were manipulated in the graphs — slope, standard error of the
estimate ("error"), and the variance of X ("variance").

The effect of the subjects'

explanation conditions on their interpretations of the evidence was thus examined
by means of these five dependent variables.
Correlation Components.

As noted earlier, the positive data type materials

were previously used in covariation detection research by Lane et al., (in press).
These authors argued that instead of looking at people's data judgments as a
function of Pearson's correlation, it makes more sense to look at these judgments
as a function of the component parts of Pearson's correlation — slope, error, and
variance.

A 4 (Explanation) X 2 (Data Type) analysis of variance revealed that for

none of the components of Pearson’s correlation was there any efect of the
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explanation manipulation, p s>.31.

As shown in Table 3, however, there was a

main effect of data type for the subjects' use of error in rating the graphs, F
(1,171)=16.40, p =0001, with the subjects who rated the positive graphs using error
more than did the subjects who rated the negative graphs.

(Mean error scores

were obtained by subtracting the subjects' ratings for the set of high-error graphs
from

their ratings for the

set of low-error graphs and then averaging this

difference across subjects. Mean scores for slope and variance were obtained in a
similar fashion.)

It is not known why this effect of error occurred, but it is clear

from data yet to be presented that the subjects viewing negative graphs gave
more moderate ratings in general than did the subjects viewing positive graphs. It
may be that the subjects' lesser use of error in the negative condition is the
reason for this.

Finally, none of the Explanation by Data Type interactions reached

conventional levels of significance, £ s>.26.
Graph Ratings.

The subjects' mean graph ratings were found to correlate

highly with their overall graph ratings, r (179)=.85, p =.0001.

Thus, these two

measures were converted to z-scores and summed to form a composite measure
of the subjects' data interpretations.

A 4 (Explanation) X 2 (Data Type) analysis of

variance demonstrated that the subjects' interpretations of the evidence were not
influenced by their explanation conditions, F (3,171)=1.57, £ =.1975, but were
influenced by the type of data they had viewed, F (1,171)= 157.40, £ =.0001.

The

interaction was not significant, F (3,171)=1.14, £ =3326.
These data fail to replicate the earlier pattern of results found by Wright
and Murphy (1984).
data

(e.g.,

Their findings indicate that the subjects viewing confirming

Positive Explanation—Positive Data, Negative Explanation—Negative

Data) will judge relationships to be stronger than will the subjects viewing the
disconfirming data (Negative—Positive, No Relationship—Positive, Positive—

Table 3
Mean Effects of the Components of Pearson's Correlation on
Graph Ratings as a Function of Data Type
Components of Pearson's Correlation3
Data Type

Slope

Error

Variance

Negative15

36.49
(91)

30.87
(91)

55.41
(19)

Positive

43.09
(88)

70.31
(88)

53.84
(88)

Note. Numbers in parentheses are cell m.
a

The higher the score, the greater the use of this component
of Pearson's correlation.
^Ratings for these subjects were reverse-scored for
comparison with the subjects in the positive data type
condition.
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Negative, No Relationship—Negative) or the subjects without expectancies (both of
the control groups).

This, however, proved not to be the case.

As is evident in

Table 4, planned comparisons revealed that the subjects who explained a negative
relationship

and

then

viewed

negative

data

did

not

give

more

negative

interpretations of the data than did the other subjects viewing the same data, F
(1,87)<1, n.s.

Likewise, the subjects who had explained positive relationships and

then saw positive data did not give significantly more positive data ratings than
did the other subjects who had viewed the positive data, F ( 1,84) < 1, n.s.
It should be noted, however, that the subjects in the Wright and Murphy
(1984) studies had to make only three or four judgments during the course of an
experiment, whereas the subjects in the present experiment had to make 40 graph
ratings followed by a composite rating.

Thus, considering the fact that the

"confirmation effect" obtained by Wright and Murphy might be a short-lived
phenomenon, it was decided to repeat the previous analyses using only the first
block of graph ratings as the dependent variable.

(It will be recalled that each set

of 40 graphs was composed of five equivalent blocks of eight graphs each.) Once
again, however, the results of Wright and Murphy were not replicated.

As can be

seen in Table 5, the pattern of results looked promising for those subjects who
had viewed positive data, but the positive explanation group was not reliably more
extreme than were the other groups, F (1,84)=3.12, £ =.0811.

The corresponding

pattern of results for the subjects viewing negative data was not at all reliable, F
(1,87)<1, n.s.

Thus, the pattern of results found by Wright and Murphy does not

appear to extend to the interpretation of scatterplot graphs.
It is clear from these results, however, that the subjects were aware of the
types of relationships supported by the data.

As shown in Table 4, the subjects

viewing the negative graphs had mean data ratings of -1.2876 and the subjects
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Table 4
Mean Evaluations of the Data as a Function of Explanation
Condition and Data Type

EXPLANATION CONDITION3
Data Type Positive NoJteL Control Negative

..Mean..

Negative -1.7329 -1.5098 - 6479 -1.2586 -1.2876
(23)
(23)
(91)
(23)
(22)
Positive

Mean

1.4043
(22)
-.1991
(45)

1.1425
(22)
-.2131
(45)

1.3998
(22)

1.3962
(22)

1.3357
(88)

.3523
(45)

.0688
(44)

.3722
(179)

Note. Numbers In parentheses are cell /B.
a
Hlgher scores indicate a belief in a relatively more positive
relationship.
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Table 5
Mean Ratings for Block One of the Graphs as a Function of
Explanation Condition and Data Type

DataJype

EXPLANATION CONDITION3
pjQSltlve NoRel. Negative Control

Positive

32.56
(22)

25.82
(22)

25.21
(22)

24.68
(22)

Negative

-16.64
(23)

-17.25
(23)

-4.18
(23)

-15.41
(23)

Note. Numbers in parentheses are cell ns.
Posltlve scores Indicate perception of a positive
relationship whereas negative scores indicate perception
of a negative relationship.
a
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viewing positive graphs had mean data ratings of 1.3357.

Thus, if anything, the

subjects were prepared to go into the final belief rating exercises clear of the
vestiges of their initial belief inductions.
relationships

depicted

in the data.

experiment, then, is this:

They were obviously aware of the

The primary question remaining in this

Did the subjects' earlier opinions, as evidenced by the

results of the manipulation check, change in the face of "real" data — particularly
when the subjects' interpretations

of that data

were

not

swayed

by their

explanation conditions.
Final Beliefs
As was discussed earlier, three different measures of the subjects' final
beliefs about the relationship between risk preference and firefighter performance
ability were obtained following the graph rating exercise.

These three measures

were: (a) the subjects' indications of their own opinions of the true relationship
between risk preference and firefighter performance ability ("Opinion"); (b) the
subjects' predictions for the outcome of their own hypothetical experiment which
would study this relationship ("Experiment"); and (c) the pre-test, post-test policycapturing procedure in which the subjects predicted firefighters' success from their
scores on aptitude, riskiness, and motivation ("Policy").
Before proceeding to the actual data analysis of these dependent measures,
it should be noted that the results of these measures (Opinion, Experiment, and
pre- and post-test Policies) were only moderately correlated (average r *.31).
Thus, the Opinion, Experiment, and Policy measures were analyzed separately
rather than being combined into a composite measure.

The separate analyses of

these three dependent measures yielded interesting, mixed results.
As will be recalled, there were two types of information supplied to the
subjects in the experiment which might have influenced their beliefs about the
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relationship in question.

One was the explanation which the subjects created

during the belief induction task; the other was the information presented to them
as actual data during the graph rating exercise.

When the explained results and

the graphed results were inconsistent, the latter were the only valid information
upon which the subjects might base their opinions.

The question of interest in

this situation is whether the subjects went beyond this data in forming their
opinions and used the information supplied by their own earlier explanations.
In the first measure designed to answer this question, the subjects were
asked to indicate their opinions of the true relationship between risk preference
and firefighter performance ability.

To discover whether or not the subjects were

influenced by earlier explanations when stating their final beliefs, a 4 (Explanation)
X 2 (Data Type) analysis of variancé was performed. The means in Table 6 clearly
show that the earlier explanation manipulation did not significantly affect the
opinions which the subjects voiced, F (3,171 )< 1, n.s.

As one might expect,

however, the subjects' stated beliefs were strongly influenced by the type of data
(positive or negative) they had viewed, F (1,171)=25.46, £ =.0001; the interaction
was not significant, F (3,171)<1, n.s. The relationship between the subjects' stated
opinions and their composite data scores is significant and reliable, r (178)=.499, p
=.0001. Thus, it is evident that the subjects were influenced by only the valid (i.e.,
graphical) information when stating their opinions.
But what about when putting those opinions into practice?

The second

measure of the explanation effect came from the subjects' predictions about the
outcome of a hypothetical experiment.

They were asked to predict how many

high-risk and low-risk firefighters (ns=100) would perform successfully on their
jobs.

The

dependent measure was

a

difference

score derived

from

predictions. As such, it is a more indirect, and thus perhaps a more sensitive

these
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Table 6
Mean Post-Test Belief Ratings as a Function of Explanation
Condition and Data Type

Dependent

Data

Variable,

Type

Opinion

N
P

Experiment

N
P

EXPLANATION CONDITION3
Positive No Rel. Control Negative
9.35
(23)
38.32

8.17
(23)
38.41

42.59

12.39
(23)
38.18

(22)

(22)

(22)

(22)

5.13
(23)
26.41

10.56
(23)
19.77

9.00
(23)
9.68

-0.43
(23)
-10.91

(22)

(22)

(22)

(22)

2.36
(22)

Note. Numbers in parentheses are cell ns.
Positive scores indicate a belief in a positive relationship
whereas negative scores indicate a belief in a negative
relationship.
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measure of belief perseverance than the above — It requires the subjects to
practice rather than to preach their beliefs.
Contrary to the previous results, the Explanation by Data Type analysis of
variance revealed a significant explanation effect on the subjects' predictions of
firefighter peformance, F (3,172)=4.00, £ =.0088. More surprisingly, as shown in
Table 6, the type of data they viewed had no reliable effect, F (1,172)=1.08, p
=.3011.

The relationships of the subjects' prediction scores with their composite

data ratings, r (179)=.098, p =.190, was not significant.

The Explanation X Data

Type interaction was also not significant, F (3,172)=1.81, £ =.1452.

Specific

contrasts showed that the main effect of Explanation was due primarily to the
subjects in the negative explanation condition, whose predictions were significantly
lower than those of the subjects in the positive, F (1,172)=9.24, £ =.0027, no
relationship, F (1,172)=8.72, £ =.0036, and control groups, F (1,172)=4.53, £ =.0347.
Thus, by examining the subjects' beliefs in a more indirect manner — i.e.r by
having them make predictions — it becomes evident that the "opinions" expressed
by the subjects were not at all the same as the "opinions" practiced by the
subjects.
What is most fascinating here is not that the perseverance effect was
detected — belief perseverance has already been demonstrated to be a reliable
phenomenon.

Rather, it is that when the subjects were asked to predict an

outcome, they were influenced by hypothetical information that had not influenced
their stated opinions.

In being asked to predict group outcomes, the subjects fell

back on their earlier, poorly-founded beliefs about the relationship in question —
to the exclusion of both the evidence and their just-stated opinions.

Thus, the

perseverance of the earlier beliefs is important not just because it has been shown
to exist, but because it has, in this instance, been substituted for "real" and
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available information.
It is entirely possible that the subjects may not be aware that such invalid
factors affect their beliefs and expectations.

It is conceivable that it may be

difficult for almost anyone to fully recognize the information they actually use
when trying to predict the future.

This, in fact, is the reason behind the policy-

capturing approach to gathering data. Policy capturing uses multiple regression as
a means of determining just how the subjects weight various factors in making
their decisions.
The third measure of belief perseverance, the policy-capturing measure,
was similar to the second in that it required the subjects to make predictions.
This time, however, those predictions were for individuals and not for groups of
firefighters.

You will recall that the subjects' pre-test and post-test measures are

the regression weights for "riskiness" obtained from the subjects' predictions of
firefighter job success.

To determine that the explanation groups showed no

systematic group differences prior to the experimental manipulation, an Explanation
by Data Type analysis of variance was performed on their pre-test policies for
riskiness.

Neither the main effects nor the interaction proved significant, £ s>.11

(cf. Appendix A for descriptive statistics).

However, when the same analysis was

performed on the subjects' post-test policies for riskiness, a main effect of the
explanation manipulation was evident, F (1,171)=3.63, p =.0141, but the effect of
data type did not reach conventional levels of significance, F (1,171)=3.35, p =.0690.
The interaction was not significant, F (3,171)< 1, n.s.
What is of primary interest here, however, is the difference between the
subjects' pre-test and post-test regression weights,

i.e., the changes

in the

subjects' policies, as a result of the Explanation and Data Type manipulations.

As

can be seen in Table 7, the explanation manipulation had a significant effect on the

Table 7
Mean Policy Changes for Riskiness as a Function of
Explanation Condition and Data Type

Data Type

EXPLANATION CONDITION3
Positive NSiBsL Control Negative

Mean

-.0275 -.1368
(23)
(23)

-.2021
(23)

-.0906
(91)

Negative

.0083
(22)

Positive

.2074
(22)

.0071
(22)

.0232
(22)

.0099
(22)

.0619
(88)

Mean

.1079
(44)

-.0106
(45)

-.0586
(45)

-.0985
(45)

-.0156
(179)

Note. Numbers In parentheses are cell ns.
Posltfve scores indicate that policies changed in a positive
direction whereas negative scores indicate that policies
changed In a negative direction.
a
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subjects' predictions of firefighter success, F (3,171)=4.72, p =.0036, as did data
type, F (1,171)=13.99, p =0003; the interaction, once more, was not significant, F
(3,171)=1.00, n.s.

In examining specific contrasts, it was found that the subjects in

the positive explanation condition had more positive policy measures than did the
subjects in the negative, F (1,171)=12.61, p =.0005, no relationship, F (1,171)=4.32, £
=.0413, and control groups, F (1,171 )=8.22, £ =.0047.
Another indication of belief perseverance in this measure would be the
degree of policy changes within explanation condition.

As the above analysis

yielded no significant Explanation by Data Type interaction, it was decided to
collapse across data type for these analyses.

Two of the explanation groups, the

subjects who wrote negative and the subjects who wrote positive explanations,
showed significant policy changes in the predicted directions, t (44)=-2.12, £ =.04,
and t (43)=2.34, £ =.0239, respectively.

The No Relationship and Control groups

showed no significant policy changes, £ s>.10.
As noted earlier, the pre-test, post-test policy-capturing measure allows for
the evaluation of a possible polarization of subjects' beliefs. It will be recalled that
in the experiments by Lord and his associates (Lord et al., 1979; Lord et al., 1984),
subjects with strongly-held, pre-existing beliefs on capital punishment sought
confirming evidence for their beliefs in neutral data.

And after being exposed to

the neutral data, those subjects actually expressed opinions that were more
extreme than their initial beliefs.
The data

as presently analyzed would appear to support a claim of

"polarization" in the policy changes of the subjects in this experiment. However, in
the present study, the subjects were exposed to either confirming (Negative
Explanation—Negative Data or Positive Explanation—Positive Data) or disconfirming
(Positive—Negative, Negative—Positive, Zero—Positive, or Zero—Negative)
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evidence.

In the previous research (Lord et al., 1979; Lord et al., 1984), belief

polarization occurred because the subjects were able to find their own "confirming
evidence" in neutral data.

Thus, the results previously presented might be due

solely to those subjects who saw "confirming evidence," i.e., data congruent with
their explanation conditions.

As shown in Figure 2, this is exactly the pattern of

results found. The subjects who had explained a positive relationship between risk
preference and firefighter performance and viewed data demonstrating such a
relationship became significantly more positive in their use of risk for predicting
firefighter success, t (21)=3.00, p -.0069.

Similarly, the subjects who explained a

negative relationship and then viewed negative evidence became significantly more
negative in their use of risk for predicting firefighter success, t (22)=-2.64, £
= 0148.
two

The subjects who explained why there was no relationship between the

variables

and

then

saw

either

positive

or negative evidence

did

not

significantly change their use of risk in making firefighter success predictions, £
s>.65.

In addition, an interesting and admittedly unexpected outcome lies in the

policy changes of the two control groups.

The control subjects who viewed

positive data did not significantly change their use of risk in predicting firefighter
success, t (21)=.44, £ -.6676, but those who viewed negative data became
significantly more negative in their use of risk, t (22)*-3.20, £ =.0041. This finding
may make sense, however, in light of the subjects' pre-test policies.

The

regression

the

weights

in

Appendix A reveal that all

eight groups

began

experiment with policies of a positive, though perhaps weak, relationship between
risk preference and firefighter performance.

The control subjects who later saw

positive evidence simply had their original notion confirmed and apparently saw no
need for more extreme policies; those who viewed negative evidence, on the other
hand, were apparently compelled to get their policies in line with the purportedly
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Figure 2
Mean Policy Changes in the Use of
Riskiness as a Function of Explanation
Condition and Data Type
.25
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Mean Policy Changes
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true relationship.
One may wonder how it is that the subjects who explained a positive
relationship and then saw evidence of a negative relationship did not change their
policies, whereas the control subjects, who also clearly expected a positive
relationship, later changed their policies to be more congruent with the negative
evidence.

Based upon the current data, the difference appears to lie in the act of

creating an explanation. Whereas the control subjects may have held policies of a
positive relationship between risk preference and firefighter performance, they may
never have been consciously aware of those policies.

For that reason, the control

group's

and

policies

might

have

been

more

flexible

more

responsive

to

contradictory evidence than were those of the subjects who explained (and then
consciously

expected)

a

different set of results.

This admittedly post hoc

explanation should, of course, be tested in a study designed to determine the
reliability of this pattern of results.
Finally, the reliability of group differences was examined. For those subjects
who viewed negative data, the negative explanation group had significantly more
negative policy changes than did the positive, F (1,87)=5.92, £ =.017, and no
relationship groups, F (1,87)=4.17, p =.0442, but was not reliably different from the
control group, F (1,87)<1, n.s.

For the subjects viewing positive data, the positive

explanation group was significantly more positive in its policy changes than were
the negative, F (1,84)=6.89, £ =.0103, no relationship, F (1,84)=7.09, £ =.0093, and
control groups, F (1,84)=5.99, £ =.0164.

Thus, the subjects who saw evidence

confirming an earlier, hypothetical outcome found that evidence to be more
compelling than did the subjects who saw the same evidence as disconfirming a
hypothetical outcome.
differently.

The control subjects, on the other hand, behaved rather

When control subjects saw positive data, supporting their earlier
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expectations

(based

upon

pre-test

uninfluenced by this evidence.

policies),

their subsequent

policies

were

But when control subjects saw negative — i.e.,

disconfirming — data, their subsequent policies likewise became more negative.
This is particularly interesting in light of the control subjects' evaluations of the
data (see Table 4) where these same subjects appeared to be the group least
impressed with that evidence.
Sensitivity to Other Information
A further issue concerns the subjects' use of the other two cues in the
policy-capturing task — aptitude and motivation.
policies regarding this information as well?

Did the subjects change their

It was decided to combine these two

distractor cues into a composite measure for this analysis ((Change in the Use of
Aptitude + Change in the Use of Motivation)/2) as the question of interest was not
how the subjects used specific other pieces of information, but how they used the
other available information in total.
Any of several patterns of policy changes might be reflected in these
composite scores. For example, as a result of being exposed to data supporting a
riskiness - success relationship, the subjects might have become so sensitized to
the importance of the risk cue that they paid little attention to the two distractor
cues.

This would result in less use of the other cues by all of the groups.

A

second possibility is that only those subjects who had viewed data consistent with
their explanation conditions would show the above effect; those subjects who had
viewed disconfirming data might feel less confident about disregarding the other
cues when making their predictions.

What would be expected from the control

subjects in this case is not clear.

This is primarily a question of whether the

control subjects' pre-test policies

acted as a type of surrogate explanation

condition.

If that were the case, then one would expect that those control
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subjects viewing confirming (i.e., positive) data would show clearly negative
composite scores while those viewing disconfirming (i.e., negative) data would not.
If, on the other hand, the presence or absense of an explanation condition is the
critical factor in the subjects' use of distractor cues, then one would expect both
control groups to have similar mean composite scores.

And finally, of course,

there might be no meaningful or significant changes in the subjects' use of the
two distractor cues.

This would indicate that the effect of the explanation

manipulation to change policies for one cue (riskiness) occurred independently of
the subjects' use of the other two cues.

As shown in Figure 3. there was a

significant main effect of the explanation manipulation on the subjects' use of the
distractor cues, F (3,171)=3.65, p =.0139. The effect of Data Type, F (1,171)<1, n.s.,
and the Explanation X Data Type interaction, F (3,171)=1.81, £ =.1448, were not
significant.

The

explanation

effect

resulted

from

the

subjects

in

the

No

Relationship condition not changing their use of the distractors while the subjects
in the other three conditions showed a decrease in their use of those cues. The
no relationship group proved significantly different from the positive, F (1,171)=4.94,
£ =.0275, control, F (1,171)=6.81, £ =.0099, and negative, F (1,171)=9.14, £ =.0029,
explanation conditions.

The results shown in Figure 3, however, are also broken

down by Data Type. Viewed in this manner,

it is evident that one of the

possibilities outlined above has been confirmed.

That is, those subjects who had

explained a relationship and who had viewed confirming data were the ones most
inclined to reduce their use of the distractor cues.

When analyzed with a 2

(Positive versus Negative Explanations) X 2 (Positive versus Negative Data Type)
analysis of variance, the interaction was significant, F (1,85)=6.52, £ =.0125, whereas
the main effects for explanation and data type were not, F s<1, n.s.

Both the

positive and negative data type control groups showed a significant reduction in
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Figure 3
Mean Policy Changes in the Use of the
Distractor Cues as a Function of
Explanation Condition and Data Type
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their use of the distractor cues as well ( t (22)=-3.33, t (21)=2.86, and g =.0031, g
= 0094, respectively).

It is particularly interesting that both groups of control

subjects behaved much like the subjects who had viewed confirming data. Finally,
the Negative Explanation—Positive Data subjects showed a significant reduction in
their use of these two cues, t (21)=-3.24, g =.0039, but their reduction was
significantly less than that of the Negative—Negative subjects, t (43)=-2,1889, g
=.0341.

No other explanation conditions showed significant effects of data type, g

s>.15.

(Note that the above negative composite scores may be referred to as

"reductions" since both pre- and post-test means for the composite variable are
positive for all groups.)
If the patterns of responses in Figures 2 and 3 are compared, it becomes
clear that there is not so much an increased sensitivity to the data for the theoryconfirmed subjects (Positive—Positive and Negative—Negative) as there is a
decreased sensitivity to the data for the theory-disconfirmed subjects (Positive—
Negative, Negative—Positive, and both No Relationship groups).

Together the

figures illustrate that not only did the theory-confirmed subjects change their
policies as a result of the evidence, but so did the control subjects.

It was the

theory-disconfirmed subjects who did not change their policies as a result of the
purportedly true information.
Covariates
As will be recalled, the subjects supplied information on the ease with
which they could create explanations in the belief induction exercise, and also on
the plausibility of those explanations for the results that they were to explain.
These ratings were used as covariates in examining the effects of the explanation
condition on the manipulation check and on the subjects' final belief measures.
Neither of these measures made any contribution to, nor significant difference in.
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the results outlined above.
Recall also that the subjects supplied confidence ratings of the predictions
they made in the policy-capturing exercise.

It was suspected that the subjects'

confidence in their predictions would moderate any effect of the explanation
manipulation on the subjects' policy changes.

However, when the confidence

measures were added to the data analyses of the subjects' policy changes, neither
the main effects nor the interactions were of significant importance, p s>.23.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Summary of Research Findings
A large volume of data regarding theory biases and belief perseverance has
been thus far presented, and the challenge now is to pull all of it into a
meaningful, cohesive picture.
First of all, the explanation manipulation replicated earlier research findings
(Anderson

& Sechler,

1984)

in demonstrating

that explaining a hypothetical

relationship between two variables can systematically bias one's beliefs about that
relationship.

In three of four theory domains, the explanation effect proved to be

statistically reliable.

The results of the forth domain, while not statistically

significant, were in the predicted direction. Thus, there should be no doubt of the
reliability of the explanation effect.
Second, there was the question concerning whether or not theory biases
(e.g., the present explanation effects) influence people's interpretations of data.
The present research fails to support the findings of Wright and Murphy (1984)
who asserted that prior theories may make people more sensitive to the data
covariation.

The present experiment found no reliable explanation effects for the

subjects' evaluations of the data. The Wright and Murphy claim of theory-related
"robustness'' in data interpretation could not be directly examined in this study.
The third major issue addressed in this experiment was whether the
explanation effect would persevere in the face of conclusive evidence.
research question produced the most interesting results.

This

When the subjects were

asked to simply indicate their opinions of the true relationship between risk
preference and firefighter performance, their earlier explanations did not influence
the subjects' ratings in the least.

However, when the subjects were asked to

predict the outcome of a new experiment designed to answer this question, the
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subjects' beliefs were strongly influenced by the prior explanation manipulations.
In addition, although the subjects' stated opinions were strongly influenced by the
type of data they had seen (positive or negative), their predictions of the outcome
of the new experiment were not. Thus, the subjects' stated opinions were not at
all an accurate indication of their "working opinions," even when the topic was as
unemotional as is firefighter success.
The results of the policy-capturing measures provided additional support
that the earlier explanation effects remained intact.

When the subjects' policy

changes for risk were broken down by data type as well as by explanation group,
the most interesting result was that the subjects who saw data congruent with
their earlier explanations were the only theory-biased subjects to significantly
change their policies.
At the same time that this "confirmation change" was taking place regarding
the riskiness cue, these same subjects were significantly reducing their use of the
distractor cues. Whether or not this response pattern should be termed "correct"
or "useful" would, of course, depend upon the true utility of each of the three
cues.

However, it should be fair to say that given the information available to

them, these subjects responded in an informed and justifiable fashion. This may
seem, at first glance, to be in keeping with the spirit — if not the law — of the
assertions made by Wright and Murphy (1984) that theory biases tend to enhance
one's "appreciation," shall we say, of the relevant data. The entire picture of the
policy-capturing data should be regarded before this claim is considered, however.
What is of even greater interest than the aforementioned "confirmation
change" is the complete lack of policy changes by the theory-biased subjects who
had viewed disconfirming data.

It appears that having unconfirmed expectations

tended to numb these subjects to the importance of the "real" data. There is no
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question that they understood the data that they had viewed; their ratings of the
data did not differ from those of the other groups.

Yet due to their earlier,

hypothetical explanations, they did not significantly change their policies for
riskiness or for the distractor cues in light of the "real" evidence. Thus, when one
speaks of the possible utility of theories in making people more sensitive to new
information, it should be borne in mind that confirmed and disconfirmed theories
may, in fact, have quite different effects on people's behavior.
Finally, it should be noted that the policy changes of the control groups
provided further support for the above interpretations. Those control subjects who
viewed negative data changed their policies for riskiness accordingly whereas
those who viewed positive data showed little change.
groups

began the

experiment with

positive policies,

Because both control
it was

only those

who

"needed" to change their policies (due to having viewed negative evidence) who
showed a significant policy change. The fact that both control groups significantly
reduced their use of the distractor cues supports the idea that both were
concentrating, instead, on riskiness, the cue proven to be an accurate predictor.
Had the control groups not changed their policies for riskiness or the distractor
cues, the same pattern of responses by the theory-biased subjects would indicate
that having a confirmed theory makes people more sensitive to the data than a
disconfirmed theory or no theory at all. This would be in keeping with the findings
of Wright and Murphy (1984).
and

control

subjects

showed

However, the fact that both the theory-confirmed
policy changes

subjects did not negates that interpretation.

while

the theory-disconfirmed

This behavior by the control groups

indicates that disconfirmed theories were acting as a kind of roadblock to the use
of "real" data by theory-biased subjects.
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Ideas for Further Research
The lack of policy changes by theory-disconfirmed subjects ought not to
make them the object of much ridicule, nor should these results provide another
example for psychologists to point at while moaning about the lack of "normative"
behavior in human beings. Psychologists, after all, frequently ignore one another's
research findings when those findings fail to support one's favorite hypotheses.
Such stubbornness (a built-in skepticism?) seems to be a natural part of human
behavior,

and as

such,

it deserves

to

be studied

and

understood.

What

is

interesting is that this effect is evident for an issue as unemotional as firefighter
performance. Clearly, the results of the present experiment need to be replicated.
In addition to further exploring the present findings, other issues regarding
belief perseverance ought to be studied.

For instance, what is the difference

between the belief perseverance phenomenon as evidenced in this experiment and
biased assimilation as reported by Lord and his associates (Lord et al., 1979; Lord
et al., 1984)?
explored.

The differences in these two experimental paradigms need to be

For instance, the theory domain of interest in the biased assimilation

studies is capital punishment, a highly emotional issue.

The belief perseverance

literature for social theories, on the other hand, deals with such uninvolving issues
as firefighter success. A question to be asked, then, is whether an emotionl issue
such as capital punishment will respond to a simple explanation manipulation. And
under what circumstances might this effect occur?
Another difference between the two research areas concerns the data given
to the subjects.

Subjects in both the biased assimilation experiments (Lord et al.,

1979; Lord et al., 1980; Lord et al., 1984) and in previous belief perseverance
research (Anderson 8( Sechler, 1984) were given conflicting evidence, some of
which supported and some of which failed to support their existing opinions.

But
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in the biased assimilation research, each piece of this evidence contained both
criticisms for how that data was obtained and rebuttals to those criticisms.
important

issue

is whether or not those

criticisms

and rebuttals

An

provided

ammunition needed for the subjects' acceptance or rejection of the individual
pieces of evidence.

And might this, in turn, result in the polarization effect so

reliably found in the biased assimilation studies?

Or might the polarization effect

simply be due to the emotional nature of the subject matter?

Or are both

emotional issues and ammunition necessary components of belief polarization?

It

is not merely enough to know that opinions can polarize; we should discern under
what circumstances this effect occurs.
A third difference between these research areas deals with the extremity of
the subjects' initial beliefs.
firefighters

are

It is logical to assume that people's opinions about

not as extreme as their opinions about capital punishment.

However, it would be most interesting to see if these more extreme, more
emotional social theory domains can also be "pushed around" by an explanation
manipulation.
And of course, further boundary conditions of belief perseverance need to
be explored.

The present experiment has shown that explanation effects occur

even in the face of conclusive data. The belief perseverance phenomenon, then, is
clearly a powerful one.

In further pressing its boundaries, one might inquire if

such explanation effects would occur if the subjects saw the data first, and then
explained the various hypothetical outcomes.

Might their memories for the earlier

data actually be influenced by their subsequent creative writing?
Clearly, there are many possibilities yet for research in this area. Hopefully,
the present experiment has sufficiently demonstrated that the belief perseverance
phenomenon need not be treated gently.
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Footnotes
1

"The 9 values of X for each dataset were generated as follows.

fifth highest X was set equal to zero.

First, the

Then, four displacements from zero were

generated by adding a random component (rectangularly distributed from -.1 to .1)
to

the

expected

normal

score for the

serial

position

in

question.

These

displacements constituted the four highest values of X; the arithmetic inverses of
these displacements constituted the lowest four numbers. Therefore, the X values
were symmetrically distributed.

Finally, 50 was added to each value of X and

these values were rescaled so that they had the desired variance (100 or 400
depending on the condition).

The 9 values of Y were computed by multiplying

each value of (X-50) by the desired slope (2 or 4), adding an error component, and
then adding 50.

The error component for the lowest value of X was the same as

that for the highest value, the value for the second highest was the same as that
for the second lowest, etc. This pattern was necessary in order to keep the error
components from changing the slope. The error components had a mean of 0 and
were equal to the values of the expected normal scores for 5 numbers scaled to
have the desired variance (1000 or 4000)" (Lane, Anderson, & Kellam, in press).
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Appendix A
Descriptive Statistics for Pre-Test, Post-Test and Change
Scores for Riskiness Policies as a Function of Explanation
Condition and Data Type
Data
■Type
N

Expl.
Cond.
C

Variable
Pre-Test
Post-Test
Change

23
23
23

±lean_
.24145
.10460
-.13685

Std. Dev.
.24976
.27884
.20491

j.?

N

N

Pre-Test
Post-Test
Change

23
23
23

.20332
.00119
-.20214

.30989
.38701
.36669

N

P

Pre-Test
Post-Test
Change

23
22
22

.15488
.15803
.00830

.21245
.31307
.25520

N

NR

Pre-Test
Post-Test
Change

23
23
23

.16635
.13880
-.02755

.32258
.27149
.30658

P

C

Pre-Test
Post-Test
Change

22
22
22

.07847
.10168
.02321

.20148
.31387
.25001

P

N

Pre-Test
Post-Test
Change

22
22
22

.07783
.08775
.00992

.40907
.37207
.19790

P

P

Pre-Test
Post-Test
Change

22
22
22

.12785
.33527
.20742

.28581
.17553
.32445

P

NR

Pre-Test
Post-Test
Change

22
22
22

.20751
.21459
.00709

• .26959
.29871
.20533

